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Abstract
Introduction Victims of intimate partner violence (IPV),
or those individuals susceptible to IPV victimisation or
perpetration, may benefit from participation in primary,
secondary or tertiary interventions to address or mitigate
exposure to violence despite mixed evidence of IPV
intervention effectiveness. However, participation in such
programmes is limited by poor access, sociocultural
barriers and programme cost. As the world fast
approaches universal access to the internet, web-based
technologies and low-cost smartphones, new avenues to
provide preventive health services including mobile health
(mHealth) tools, platforms and services have emerged.
The objective of this systematic review is to assess
current web-based and mHealth interventions, which
include web-based or mobile-based delivery methods
for IPV prevention. Interpersonal violence is defined as
perpetration or victimisation of a physical, psychological
or sexual nature among adults. Interventions may be at
the primary, secondary or tertiary level of the public health
model.
Methods and analysis This systematic review will
incorporate studies focused on any empirical prevention
intervention intended for IPV victims or perpetrators of any
gender where one or more components is web based or
mobile based. Articles will be retrieved from the following
academic databases: MEDLINE/PubMed, Embase, CINAHL,
PsycInfo and Open Grey, as well Google Scholar. Results
will be limited to articles reporting primary data, published
since 1998, and in English, Spanish, Portuguese or French.
Data extraction procedures will follow Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses reporting
guidelines. The Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool, a critical
appraisal tool, will be used to record ratings of quality and
risk of bias among studies selected for inclusion. Content
analysis and between-study comparisons will be used to
answer the objectives of this review.
Ethics and dissemination Results from this review will
be published in an open access format for the benefit of
both academic and non-academic audiences, including
community organisations and individuals seeking mHealth
strategies to reduce and prevent IPV.
Trial registration number CRD42019123006.

Introduction
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is defined
as any violent or aggressive behaviour that

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This article will systematically report on existing mo-

bile health interventions to reduce intimate partner
violence across the globe, including those where
intimate partner violence prevention was not the
primary intervention goal.
►► The findings will identify the platforms that are most
successful in populations studied to date.
►► The quality of identified primary, secondary and tertiary interventions will be assessed using a validated rating approach applicable to both observational
studies and randomised control trials.
►► The review will be limited to languages read and
understood by investigators, which may result in
exclusions of studies published in other widely used
languages.

occurs in a close relationship between current
or former intimate partners, including sexual,
physical or psychological harm that can vary
in severity and frequency.1–3 IPV can occur
with or without sexual intimacy4 and may
include sexual coercion, sexual touching,
refusal to practice safe sex, rape or other
non-consensual sex acts with or without physical contact.2 3 IPV can also occur in the form
of controlling and isolating behaviours such
as limiting the victim’s contact with friends
and family.2 5 Individuals of any gender may
be perpetrators or victims of IPV, though
most victims are women and most perpetrators are men.6 Men are more likely to report
being victimised by low-impact forms of IPV
(eg, pushing, shoving and verbal abuse) than
women but are much more likely to perpetrate severe forms of IPV such as battery.7
Men are much more likely to be studied as
perpetrators rather than victims including
among sexual minorities.8
An estimated 30% of women around
the world have experienced physical and/
or sexual IPV during their lifetime.5 9 10
However, the prevalence of IPV is difficult to
estimate due to incompatible data collection
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to participation.20 Barriers to participation include fear
of retribution, embarrassment, non-acknowledgement
of abuse or violence or perceived cultural taboos about
addressing violence.25 Protective factors that reduce risk
include social support and acceptability of efforts to
reduce IPV.26 These risk and protective factors may be
addressed through web-based efforts that do not rely on
conventional in-person interventions.
Existing mHealth and web-based interventions to
reduce IPV include novel approaches and methods
adapted from evidence-based interventions for online
delivery. These approaches include an app-based intervention for college students at risk for dating violence27
and educational information to prevent primary,
secondary and tertiary victimisation of women adapted
from an in-person intervention.28 mHealth interventions
addressing IPV have been evaluated in observational
studies, mixed qualitative and quantitative analyses and
randomised control trials (RCTs).29 30 Ownership of internet-capable devices is highest in high-income countries,
where IPV prevention efforts are most likely to be funded
or evaluated, though mHealth approaches have been
successfully implemented across discipline in low-income
and middle-income settings.31
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Purpose
To our knowledge, no systematic review has been
performed regarding existing mHealth interventions
to reduce or mitigate IPV. The purpose of our systematic review is to summarise existing efforts to address
IPV using mobile or other web-based programmes and
to qualitatively assess their influence at each level of the
social ecological model: individual, relationship, community and societal. Our primary objective is to describe how
mHealth approaches are being used in IPV prevention
using any research approach—quantitative, qualitative or
mixed methods—that provides an empirically interpretable estimate of the contextual impact of mHealth. This
review will provide insight into: which populations are
being served by mHealth interventions to prevent IPV;
what, if any, benefits exist for participants; and locate gaps
in the literature related to the use of mHealth to address
IPV.

Methods and analysis
This protocol follows the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols
(PRISMA-P) 2015 statement32; the systematic review will
follow both the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement and the
best practices outlined by the Cochrane Collaboration33
to ensure transparent reporting.
Inclusion criteria
Participants
This review will include studies of adults as defined by the
study authors (typically 18 years or older) who receive any
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techniques and tools, non-representative sampling techniques and sociocultural barriers to identifying and
disclosing IPV.5 Risk of IPV victimisation is elevated
in low income and younger populations, those with a
history of childhood abuse11 12 and among immigrants.13
Most current reports of IPV are limited to female victims
of IPV given that women are more likely to experience
severe IPV and are in some instances more likely to have
culturally appropriate avenues for reporting IPV victimisation, although IPV is likely widely under-reported across
gender.5 8 9 13 14
IPV is costly to personal and public health in all global
contexts. In addition to the direct short-term health consequences of IPV (eg, physical injury), long-term impacts
can include post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), anxiety
disorders and depression3 5 15 as well as chronic physiological conditions in the cardiovascular, gastrointestinal,
reproductive, musculoskeletal and nervous systems.3 12
Survivors of IPV may also have increased propensity for
health risk behaviours such as smoking, binge drinking,
recreational drug use and additional HIV risk factors.15–20
At the community level, IPV puts considerable financial
strain on medical and social services including care for
IPV-related injuries, mental health services, lost workforce productivity and increased demand for criminal
justice and child welfare services.3 Substantial population
and clinic-based evidence shows that overall healthcare
consumption is significantly higher among IPV victims,
particularly women.1 21
Various primary, secondary and tertiary prevention
programmes have been developed to prevent IPV exposure and mitigate health and social consequences after
exposure. Primary prevention reduces the incidence of
a health threat before it occurs.22 Conventional primary
prevention programmes addressing IPV often consist of
school-based or community-based healthy relationship
programmes targeting adolescents and families before
victimisation or perpetration occur.12 22 23 Secondary
prevention focuses on early detection after exposure and
subsequent treatment in order to triage any resulting
negative health consequences or recurrent exposure.
Secondary prevention programmes addressing IPV
include universal IPV screening in healthcare settings,
relocation and/or safe-haven shelters for survivors,
access to counselling, medical treatment and legal action
to prevent future victimisation. Interventions aimed at
reducing perpetration include diversion programmes
that promote anger management and de-escalation tactics
for perpetrators. Tertiary prevention includes efforts to
mitigate the impacts of previous or current experiences
of IPV such as counselling for PTSD or recidivism reduction and community reintegration programmes.
Interest in mobile health (mHealth) to deliver public
health interventions across mobile devices has increased
across disciplines.24 mHealth tools are usually but not
exclusively web based and often intend to reach audiences that are otherwise reticent to participate in interventions due to the nature of the health issue or barriers
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Phenomena of interest
This review will include studies with any sort of intervention regarding primary, secondary or tertiary prevention
of IPV victimisation or perpetration and any outcome
related to its reduction including barriers and facilitators.
The review aims to elucidate characteristics that distinguish web-based IPV prevention programmes; make-up
of intended audiences and characteristics of web-based
prevention programmes result in highest completion and
programme acceptance. The primary outcome focuses on
results of participation in programming where IPV prevention is either a direct or indirect goal of the intervention
and contains one or more web-based delivery component. Secondary outcomes of interest are acceptability
of different aspects of web-based primary, secondary or
tertiary IPV prevention programmes, evaluation of causes
of dropout and evaluation of studies stratified by racial/
ethnic/gender group. Interventions that focus on other
domains of health behaviour (eg, HIV risk reduction) or
relationship health (eg, couple therapy) that include IPV
prevention as a secondary goal or outcome will also be
included.
Context
This review will consider studies that have one or more
elements that take place via a web-based, mobile-based
or other technology-based platform (ie, one where the
outcome of the intervention depended on the use of a
platform such as a computer, cell phone or tablet). No
geographic limiters will be considered.

computer-assisting survey interviewing); and/or are not
available in a language read by study authors.
Search strategy
Initial searches were performed in MEDLINE/PubMed
and Embase databases using keywords ‘intimate partner
violence’, ‘intervention’ and ‘mHealth’ were used to
harvest keywords, Mesh and Emtree terms, and publication types from resulting titles and abstracts. The search
strategy was iteratively refined to ensure that relevant
articles were identified. Both published and unpublished
studies will be considered. Only studies published in
English, Spanish, Portuguese or French will be included
given capabilities and limitations of the study team.
The following databases will be included in the search:
MEDLINE/PubMed, Embase, PsycInfo, CINAHL and the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials. Articles
published between 1998 and 2019 will be screened. The
year 1998 was selected as the lower date limit because
it is unlikely that any web-based health interventions
were performed or assessed before that time.34 The
search strategy for MEDLINE/PubMed is published in
the online supplementary appendix. Adaptations to the
MEDLINE/PubMed search strategy will be made for each
included database in collaboration with the research
librarian (JM). Unpublished studies including theses,
dissertations and grey literature will be searched for via
the OpenGrey and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses
databases. Additionally, the first 100 results from Google
Scholar (scholar.google.com) using the specified search
terms will be included in review given the high precision
and coverage of Google Scholar relative to bibliographic
databases.35

Exclusion criteria
Both experimental (randomized controlled trial; RCT)
and pre-experimental or quasiexperimental studies will
be excluded if their focus includes the following: family
or interpersonal violence outside of intimate relationship contexts; use a computer-based delivery method
that has no bearing on the outcome of interest (eg,
web-based recruitment for a face-to-face intervention or

Study selection
Following the search, all identified article information
will be collated and uploaded into EndNote X8.2 (Clarivate Analytics, Pennsylvania, USA) and deduplicated.
Where multiple citations report on the same data, only
the most recent or complete citation will be included.
Titles and abstracts will be independently screened
by two researchers (EJA, CMK or KCK) with the third
researcher arbitrating any discordant decisions. Studies
marked for potential inclusion will be flagged for fulltext review. Studies without an abstract will be flagged
for full-text review. Two researchers will independently
screen each of the selected citations for inclusion (EJA,
CMK or KCK). Any full-text article that does not meet
the inclusion criteria will be recorded along with the
reason for exclusion, in accordance with PRISMA guidelines. Any disagreements between the two independent
reviewers assigned to any given article will be resolved
through discussion and or arbitration with the third
reviewer or else other members of the research team
(MPK). The results of the search will be reported in full
in the final systematic review and presented in a PRISMA
flow diagram.32
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Type of studies
This review will include any sort of study including RCTs,
quasirandomised control trials, pre/post assessments or
observational studies that include participant satisfaction
data or other outcome data. We will also include relevant
cross-sectional surveys if they relate to participation in a
qualifying mHealth programme or intervention. Both
qualitative and quantitative data will be considered.
Comparators will be ‘no intervention’, any ‘pre’ data
collected before the intervention and/or routine care.
Qualitative studies will be included only if they examined
and interpreted a measure such as acceptability.
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form of intervention related to IPV primary, secondary
or tertiary prevention with a web-based, mobile-based or
other technology-based delivery component. Interventions intended for either or both victims and perpetrators
are included.
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Data extraction
Included studies will be assessed by two independent
reviewers (EJA, CMK or KCK) using a data extraction
table created in Excel. The data extracted will include
specific details about the populations, context, culture,
geographical location, study methods and the phenomena
of interest relevant to the review objective, in addition to
details of the study design, target population characteristics and sample size, data analysis methods, context (eg,
community based vs academic), web-based or mobilebased intervention delivery methods, measure (ie, instrument) of IPV used, type/severity of IPV, primary and
secondary outcomes of interest and effect size, where
reported. Primary outcomes reported by included experimental studies are likely to include reduction in IPV
experiences or rate of entry into care, as well as intervention feasibility in pre-experimental or quasiexperimental
studies including pilot studies. Secondary outcomes
reported by included trials may include attitudes towards
violence or changes in mental wellness scores (eg, depression). Findings, and their illustrations, will be extracted
and assigned a level of credibility. Any disagreements
that arise between the reviewers will be resolved through
discussion or with a third reviewer (MPK). Authors of
papers will be contacted to request missing or additional
data, where required.

type of IPV experienced by participants (eg, assessment
of the impact of intervention types given the severity of
IPV). Due to the likely heterogeneity of study design and
populations, no quantitative analysis (eg, meta-analysis)
is planned. However, where experimental studies use the
same primary (eg, IPV experiences) or secondary (eg,
depression or anxiety) outcome measures and instruments, these results will be meta-aggregated and stratified by population type, method of intervention delivery
and/or severity of IPV. Pre-experimental or quasiexperimental studies or studies using qualitative methods will
be meta-aggregated where possible based on comparable factors including method of intervention delivery,
dropout rate and intervention characteristics such as
participant demographics and length of intervention.
Meta-aggregation will be used as the foundation of our
data synthesis plan because it estimates the influence of
individual studies in terms of their applied significance
in the cumulative evidence.

Data synthesis
Study results and extracted data will be synthesised by
categorising findings based on similarities and differences of meaning and using meta-aggregation (crossstudy generalisations). Where possible, assembled
findings will be stratified into meaningful categories
such as global setting, type of target population and
level of scientific evidence provided (eg, RCT vs observational study). Findings will be synthesised to produce
one comprehensive summary. Tables will be used where
possible, followed by qualitative, narrative descriptions of
findings. The summary of findings will include the publication title and year, outcome of interest, study type and
context. Comparisons will be made relative to the differences in IPV reporting rates based on population type,
measure of IPV prevalence used and variety in severity/

Ethics and dissemination
The findings of this review may be useful to academic
researchers, community-based organisations and lay
activists seeking to reduce or mitigate IPV using novel
mHealth platforms, tools and methods. Our findings may
additionally highlight gaps in knowledge about the effectiveness, efficacy or global applicability of mHealth in IPV
prevention.
The systematic review process will follow PRISMA
as well as the data extraction processes outlined by the
Cochrane Collaboration.32 This review protocol follows
the PRISMA-P guidelines.33 However, given the current
evidence about the types and locations of conventional
IPV prevention interventions, it is unlikely that we will
be able to make meaningful inferences about many
global populations, including ethnic, racial, gender or
sexual minorities, those from low-income or middle-income countries. The inclusion of research librarian (JM)
minimises the possibility of missing any relevant publications, yet language limitations of the study team prevent
screening studies published in most languages if no
English translation is available.
After completion of this review, we will present our
findings at academic meetings and, if relevant, to community-based organisations or partners interested in using
mHealth tools to provide IPV prevention services.
In conclusion, this review is the first to assess existing
efforts to prevent IPV using one or more mobile elements.
The results and discussion will descriptions including
integration across studies, abstract conclusions about the
state of collected data, advances needed to fill gaps and
recommendations for a future research agenda including
the most important deficits that need to be addressed.
The resultant information will be helpful for the future
development or adaptation of IPV prevention services
given an increasing global emphasis on web-based public
health prevention efforts.
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Assessment of methodological quality and risk of bias
All studies, regardless of the results of their methodological quality, will undergo data extraction and synthesis
(where possible). Individual studies will be scored
following Assessing the Methodological Quality of Systematic Reviews 2 guidelines.36 The Mixed Methods Appraisal
Tool (MMAT) will be used given the likely inclusion of
observational studies, qualitative studies and RCTs. The
MMAT contains five distinct, validated subscales to evaluate a wide range of empirical studies (ie, qualitative,
quantitative RCTs, quantitative non-randomised trials,
quantitative descriptive and mixed methods) where each
subscale evaluates the methodological quality of the study
in question.37
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Patient and public involvement
Patient and public involvement are not appropriate for
this work. The research question answered in this work
will explore patient preference for prevention approaches
and the acceptability of web-based interventions in a
hard-to-reach population. No patients were recruited for
this study; there was no public involvement. The results of
this study will be publicly disseminated in an open access,
peer-reviewed journal that can be accessed by community-based organisations or individuals interested in IPV
prevention.

